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, when thinking about the letter... if we start with nothing, blank paper / blank screen, and begin
composing something, a poem, a text, writing, then the letter will be the unit used in making the
composition. If the composition is a poem, and the smallest composed unit is a word, then the
units of composition used to compose the words will be letters. So, if we start with nothing, and
make writing with words, the letter will be the unit of composition. But maybe what we are
composing is a line of poetry, or a sentence, or a stanza or a paragraph, maybe all of those, so
what is the question? What question are we asking ourselves? Does the question have to do
with counting? What are we counting? Are we counting syllables? Counting words? Maybe
counting the number of sentences in a paragraph? But what if we aren't starting with nothing?
What if we start with a text and work by subtraction, extracting phrases or words or fragments of
words and arranging them, re-arranging them in various ways. We're starting with words on a
page, one page, someone else's page, and on a second page, our page, we are still starting
with nothing, but we aren't composing in the same way, even if we are still keying each letter,
not copying and pasting, the process of thinking, the pattern of thinking is different, and what we
are working on is different, how we work is different, we are making different kinds of decisions,
we are thinking in different patterns. So that's a start towards something. We're still exercising
the synapses. The brain is still doing the work of writing. But now it's working with two writings at
once. It's working with and against and in a sense in, within, the source text, reading someone
else's writing, having someone's else's thoughts, and as always when reading, having its own
thoughts in relation to those other thoughts, though it's always difficult to identify and isolate
something we can confidently call our own thoughts -- where does the context end and the self
begin? where does the self-constructed end and the externally compelled begin? -- and at the
same time it's writing another text, we are writing a text we will eventually call our own, we will
sign our name to it and let it stand at that, in whatever condition of complexity it might find itself
in relation to a particular reader. We will move some of a text, by whatever methods and
processes we have decided on, from one page to another, omitting most of its original context,
inventing with it as fragments of itself another context, another kind of context, where the writing
emerges as a sort of troubled flow, writing against thinking, thinking against reading, writing
against reading, thinking against writing, reading and also re-reading against writing and as
writing, reading and also re-reading against thinking and as thinking, and we will begin watching
ourselves think, watching ourselves write, watching ourselves read:



there is a text in front of me;
I am reading it;
I am thinking about what I am reading, and I am thinking about reading it;
I am writing some of that thinking, and reading some of that writing, and writing some of that
reading of some of that writing;
I am thinking about the writing as I am reading it;
I am thinking about what I am thinking while I am thinking it;
the second thinking is reading the first thinking;
that reading is the mental source text;
it occupies a mental space between the first thinking and the second thinking;
I am writing a reading of that reading.
This is what I am thinking about when I write about writing-against-itself as improvisational
association in which the letter is the primary unit of composition.
What happens when subletteral marks and spaces are the primary units of composition? What
happens if we replace the word "writing" with the term "quasi-calligraphic drawing"? What if we
replace "writing" with "asemic writing"?  That's what happened in the late 1990s with both Tim
Gaze and myself. We were both writing (and publishing in places like Lost and Found Times,
The Electronic Experioddicist and Juxta/Electronic) a radically destabilized textual  poetry. It was
letteral and subletteral. It was asyntactic, disjunctive, dysraphic, defamiliarized. It was
writing-against-itself. Asemic writing, once we learned the term, became part of our practice. We
added it to our tool-kits, added it to the untitled training manual. Asemic writing, when it is any
kind of writing at all, is an extension of the practice of writing-against-itself. When asemic writing
is not a variety of writing-against-itself, it is not any kind of writing at all, and, if only in the
interest of preventing a lot of confusion and wasted time, it should be called something else,
probably some kind of visual art, or maybe in some instances a form of notation.

Here is Tim Gaze in 1997, published in Juxta/Electronic #22:
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This is from The Experioddicist #17, July 18, 1997

MISS CHAOS SAMPLER
Tim Gaze
"I've written several word manipulation macros in WordBasic, the simple programming language
that comes with Word for Windows. I fed four files: the latest issues of Experioddicist and
Glossolalia, some haiku by Michel Delville and a recent piece of my own, to my 'Chaos' macro.
'Chaos' randomly grabs slabs of text from random documents in a particular directory and
assembles them together. I cleaned up the white space afterwards."

Miss Chaos Sampler
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Here is Tim Gaze from Juxta/Electronic 24, published in 1997
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John M. Bennett published my first "spirit writings" in Lost and Found Times 39 in November of
1997. In that same issue he also published 3 pages from Staceal and a series of poems entitled
"Hachures".





From Staceal,  from LAFT 39



From Staceal,  from LAFT 39



From Staceal,  from LAFT 39

This is the context in which the term “asemic writing” first appeared. That there are ancestors for
the practice has always been acknowledged. Tim started doing research on the history of the



practice almost as soon as he became aware of the term. Henri Michaux and Christian
Dotremont were among the first to be discovered and celebrated. In the 1960s and 70s Italian
poets associated with poesia visiva were incorporating quasi-calligraphic elements in their
poems and were using terms like scrittura asemantica (cf. Marco Giovenale on the subject).
“Signs of life of signs / differx. 2013
(some notes from an e-mail to Tim Gaze, Sept., 2013)

Maybe (linear or nonlinear) “experimental writing” and “visual poetry” are simply first definitions
of the vast living environment of works made by the worldwide community of people involved in
asemic (and so pansemic) writing and in the making of abstract stuff.
And: about the words “writing” and “abstract” —maybe they’re narrow definitions of areas of
signs. A suitable term could be “sign” indeed.
The life of signs is perhaps the ‘thing’ we try to deal with. A “sign” is an entity which, in itself,
does not have an actual “itself”. It absolutely conveys something else. It’s not narrow, it’s an
arrow. It’s a non-”quid” referred/referring to some (other) “quid”. And so: the reference or transfer
or passage may be somehow / somewhere broken. And this fact is the alpha in “a”/semic.
[And —at the same time— any “alpha” is a “pan”: any limit is also a secondary path or crack, a
way for widening the view]”



jim leftwich, notes (ongoing research) re poesia visiva and related

An Email Exchange between Jim Leftwich and Marco Giovenale

 writing-against-itself
Inbox
x
Jim Leftwich 1:10 PM (2 hours ago)
to marco
marco
i was looking at this last night,
https://slowforward.wordpress.com/2016/10/09/r-_-asemic-writing-scrittura-asemantica/
and i could only get a partial translation of it, but one thing i think that often gets left out in this
discussion is the fact that there was no continuity between the earlier explorations of asemic
writing and what happened between Tim and myself beginning in 1997. i am willing to attribute



that lack of continuity to our ignorance of what had previously been done, but even if we insist
on that being the case the fact remains that there was no cause-and-effect chain between the
earlier works and our works, there was no influence at all, either direct or indirect. all of that
came after the fact. we had started doing something and it was new and interesting to us, so we
started looking around to see if anyone else had ever done anything similar. of course -- as
always -- we found others before us who had explored similar trains of thought and written
similar poems, or made similar works. all of that is interesting from several angles, no doubt, but
the main thing that interests me is the fact that an exploration of asemic writing not only can
develop but has developed from very different starting-points at different times and in different
places. my writings on this subject in the past year-and-a-half or so are almost entirely focused
on clarifying the specific history that i was involved in. i am not being dismissive of any other
historical activities, in fact i am honoring them by refusing to sweep them up into something like
my idea of my project, or any similar kind of arrogance (which i have been accused of by some
practitioners in the larger "movement"). the phase, let's say, of asemic writing that i was most
heavily involved in (roughly 1997 to the early 00s) emerged directly from an experimental textual
poetry accompanied by an exploration of dirty concrete (dirty vispo). so, my point, to be as
concise as is possible, is that what has become the asemic movement has its origins in some
very specific forms of textual poetic exploration, investigation and experimentation -- poetic
research. it doesn't have its roots in Dotremont, Gysin, Michaux, Twombly, Oberto, Accame, or
any of the other ancestors identified after the fact by Tim, Michael, yourself and all the rest of us
who have done research on the subject during the past 20 years. At some point someone will
have to make an anthology of writings about asemic writing, writings about the exploration of the
idea. it will be important for such an anthology to avoid smoothing-over the history of the idea by
proposing continuities where none exist. if the idea and the practice of asemic writing are to
have any future, and any historical significance in that future, then the actual (factual) histories --
plural -- with all of their discontinuities and reinventions (are variations on themes reinventions?
variations on the theme of the wheel? reinvented in different places at different times by people
doing different things for different reasons?) must be written and presented side-by-side, without
any attempt to make them all cohere, and without any attempt to construct a narrative of
influence and hierarchy. obviously, the more details we omit, the more these various activities
will seem the same. the further away we get from the times in which these activities occurred
the fewer details will be remembered and recorded. the fact remains, as we look back over the
several histories. that some practitioners of what has come to be called asemic writing were
doing similar things for similar reasons, some were doing similar things for different reasons,
some were doing different things for similar reasons, and others were doing different things for
different reasons. if we want to understand this subject, and if we want others to ever be able to
understand it, then we have to insist on attention being paid to the details of the several
developments. i am doing my part to contribute the details that i know.
jim

--the attached text was written yesterday
Attachments area



Marco Giovenale
2:22 PM (1 hour ago)
to me
yes, jim, i agree!
especially about this passage:

the fact remains, as we look back over the several histories. that some practitioners of what has
come to be called asemic writing were doing similar things for similar reasons, some were doing
similar things for different reasons, some were doing different things for similar reasons, and
others were doing different things for different reasons. if we want to understand this subject,
and if we want others to ever be able to understand it, then we have to insist on attention being
paid to the details of the several developments.

i think that every thing the humans have done in their long life on earth, has been done several
times in several places, scattered & dispersed over several (superimposed and/or distant)
time/space layers. continuity and discontinuity are sometimes apparent, sometimes real.

as for italy, i must admit that i knew the graphic works of (say) giancarlo pavanello, magdalo
mussio and emilio villa long before i met any of the asemic writers from australia or the u.s.; but i
never thought i myself was going to drawrite anything like that!

my first attempts were in part semantically rich, only put down on the page as grids or
superimposed strings of text.

at the same time, i see the meaning of "scrittura asemantica" (or what dorfles meant talking
about irma blank) seems to me absolutely coherent with the meaning of the term applied to
thousands of works born around the year 2000 and especially after. *even if* there's no
influence, no continuity. on the contrary, independence.

axes made from flint in the neolithic period have been discovered and forgotten several times in
several distant and independent places over the course of dozens or hundreds of generations.
we call them all "axes" even if the ones who came later do not sometimes have any link with the
earlier ones. (nor any link existed among the former and the latter groups of humas who
"invented" them).

the important thing is to describe the context and system of crafts which generated this or that
tool (thing, piece, etc). and their specific identitis, intentions, history.

i definitely agree...

Jim Leftwich
2:49 PM (47 minutes ago)
to Marco



it seems to me now that this area of exploration will be inevitable for some poets. some poets
will move from breaking the word into syllables to work with them as rhythmic units, to exploring
the letteral components of the syllables, to working with the subletteral shapes and spaces in
and around the letters. this can be done with scissors, keyboards, pens, pencils, brushes,
stamps, found objects, etc. the movement from writing sonnets in iambic pentameter to making
quasi-calligraphic "spirit writing" is only a couple of steps.

it also seems inevitable that some visual artists will move from drawing or making any kind of
marks on surfaces to exploring the relationships of drawing and mark-making to writing, to
drawing the shapes of the alphabet, to making quasi-calligraphic or quasi-letteral marks.

reading is not required. it is always there as potential, but it is not required. writing is writing if it
is written, no matter whether anyone attempts to read it or not.

it has taken me some time to fully understand this.
  

Marco Giovenale
2:53 PM (43 minutes ago)

to me this is perfectly put and said, jim. please post it everywhere.


